HARWELL CHILTON CAMPUS LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS MEETING
Minutes of the 87th meeting held at the Satellite Applications Catapult on Thursday 8 December
2016
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Apologies for absence
Apologies were received from Susan Adams, Magnox; Bev Hindle, Oxfordshire County Council; Julie Pearce,
Oxfordshire Federation of WIs and Terry Fraser, Parish Council.
1. Chairman’s Remarks – Chris Broad
Several meetings were attended by the chairman over the last few months including the RWM
Stakeholder’s Conference on 13th October and Magnox Chairs meeting in London on 23 November.
At the RWM stakeholders conference RWM said they have made progress on packaging and waste
categorisation which will reduce the volume that eventually goes to GDF.
They are working on better policies for community benefits especially in relation to GDF and seeking
suitable sites. One delegate wanted to raise the issue of the danger of nuclear wastes compared with other
wastes but there was no support for these views, RWM’s view is that there is no other alternative and the
core strategy is to seek volunteers for sites.
Research was continuing into how to seal the GDF once it was full. The aim is to put the waste beyond
reach but is permanent disposal the answer? How do we know what will happen in the next 100 years?
The natural visibility of RWM outside the nuclear industry is very low and it should be getting more
prominence outside the nuclear arena.
The Magnox Chairs meeting revealed that Magnox is conducting an engagement survey which closes at
midnight tonight. Some sites are critical of the SSG’s feeling they don’t represent their interests and are
not effective.
On safety, Magnox is pursuing a zero injury policy at all sites.
Asset management is being developed across all Magnox sites.
The next national meeting of the SSG’s is in June in Cumbria.
The court case with the NDA and Energy Solutions is still ongoing.
John Clarke of the NDA has been awarded a lifetime achievement award.
It was noted that the flight restrictions over Harwell had been lifted.
2. Minutes of 86th meeting
Rebecca Cleverley was erroneously listed as an attendee at the 86th meeting when in fact she did not
attend.
On page 6 of the minutes, under ‘Harwell Dose Trends’, the dosage should be in micro Sieverts and not
millisieverts.
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3. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.
4. Harwell Licensed Site Matters
Harwell and Winfrith Closure Director’s Site Report – Michael Dunnett
The main points were as follows:
Safety and Environment
 A new emergency plan has been in place since 1 September 2016 as a result of IRS being withdrawn
and the capability being placed on projects. A further change to the emergency plan is being
evaluated in connection with REPPIR regulations.
 There were some learning points from the mis-consigned drum event earlier this year.
 The L1 demonstration exercise held in November was deemed inadequate by the ONR so it will be
held again next year. The main objectives of this exercise were to test First Aid response following
IRS removal and the response of the Guard Force. There were problems getting the Ambulance
and Fire Service where they were needed and we were slow in getting our incident control staff
where we needed them.
 An improvement plan will be submitted to the ONR outlining how the issues from the exercise can
be improved upon.
 Though there were no recordable injuries in 2016, it was not a good year for injuries across Magnox
so a “target zero” safety improvement programme has been implemented. We will also work with
contractors to improve safety.
 There were no significant environmental issues.
 The environmental monitoring programme continues. We have maintained compliance with
permit and liquid and gaseous discharges remain well below permitted limits.
REPPIR
 Magnox is subject to the requirements of REPPIR – Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public
Information Regulations 2001 – to ensure that a radiation emergency plan is in place in order to
protect the public. Regulation 9 requires the local authority to prepare an off-site emergency plan
to restrict public exposure within the emergency planning area in the event of an emergency.
 We are currently looking at where we are in relation to these regs and have concluded we no
longer have a significant enough radiation hazard to require an offsite emergency plan and have
submitted our assessment to the ONR.
 If the ONR determines that Magnox Harwell no longer requires this plan the main impacts would be
that OCC would no longer be required to hold, maintain and exercise an offsite emergency plan
under REPPIR. Alarms on the campus could then be disconnected. Magnox Harwell would still be
required to hold emergency arrangements as required by the site licence and contingency plans as
required by the Ionising Radiation Regs.
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Questions
Q1:
We have raised this question before. You need to convince us that the hazards on the site have
really been reduced significantly. How are you going to do that?
A1:

We have offered to talk to you via the SSG subgroup to explain.

Q2:
I am particularly worried by what you were saying earlier about the poor response from the
Emergency Services.
A2:

No, it was our own Emergency Services from our site.

Q3:

But if you had a fire this could be a problem.

A3:
In the exercise, we didn’t use a real ambulance but a notional one. We didn’t get the ambulance to
the incident fast enough and this was due to faulty communications. We have had to call a real ambulance
to site in a real situation and the response has been first class from the county emergency services. This is
not an issue with the fire and rescue services but an internal one.
Q4:

Is the CNC disappearing?

A4:
No, not at all. We still need the CNC to guard some of the materials on site but we continue to
assess it. The government is reviewing CNC and MoD police with the view to combining the forces.
Q5:
An observation really. At least two places didn’t know the exercise was on. There seems to be a
gap in informing those who need to know.
Also, the emergency services took some time finding Magnox in the first place. They couldn’t locate it and
had to ask.
A5:
We are attempting to improve communications and also looking at improving signage outside
Harwell site plus we are looking at creating a single post code for sat navs.
Q6:
The current plan shows a 1.2 miles radius for emergencies. The response also covers other areas
on this site. What are you doing about making other areas on site informed about alarms? In my
experience, quite a lot of people didn’t know what to do when hearing the alarms.
A6:
We will look to remove the alarms on the Harwell Campus outside the Magnox boundary. There is
nothing anyone on the Campus will need to worry about. However, we will still try to inform Campus
occupants about what is happening.
Programme Update
LETP
 Good progress has been made at LETP. B336.34 is complete, KDC have been demobilised.
 HLA / Tanks have been size reduced. We are using Brokks remotely for high radiation tanks.
Completion is expected spring 2017.
 Preparations are underway to start remediation phase of LETP. Characterisation of ground and
below tanks has commenced.
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HIBS
 Very good progress has been made with the ILW box store (HIBS). The piling is complete and the
base slab is underway.
Nuclear Materials Transfers
 Expect to receive Novapak containers by the end of the year for the CHILW transfers. Transfer of
the remaining CHILW drums is expected to restart February 2017.
 Concrete Lined Drum transfers are expected to start in February 17 for ISO containers, and end of
2017 using TN Gemini Flasks.
B462
 Currently carrying out modifications to Dragon flask and Modular Flasks.
 Good progress on the B462 can retrievals so far this year. RM2 retrievals have been hampered by
water in tubes but this is going well. RM1 restart is getting closer and Head End Cell progress is on
target.
 Inactive commissioning at WEP delayed due to DSEAR compliance issues and new equipment being
required. Active commissioning is expected at the end of 2017 after ONR approval to operate.
Other projects
 New security arrangements have been implemented at B462.
 Legacy Active Drains is progressing.
 Ventilation rationalisation is going on in B220.
 Off-site discharge pipeline under rail line at Milton has been removed.
 The no-fly zone over Harwell has been removed reflecting the reduced hazards at Harwell in line
with REPPIR assessment.
 Canberra expect to end their tenancy at Harwell in the next 18 months.
Future programme at Harwell
 Continue to retrieve cans and process through the HEC, develop options for POCO of tubes
including sludge removal.
 Operation of Polymer Encapsulation process in HEC for problem wastes.
 Return RM1 to service with radon abatement system.
 Recommence CHILW drums in Novapaks.
 Commence movement of CLD’s in FHISO and TN Geminis.
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 Commission Dragon Waste transfer route.
 Continue with LETP decommissioning and remediation.
 Continue Legacy Active Drains Decommissioning.
 Continue C&M programme for redundant facilities.
 Magnox have asked that all sites look at reductions in cost which could mean removal of 24/7
Shifts/Emergency Teams; reduction in maintenance and utilities costs and regionalisation of
programme enablers (and reduction in staff).
 Harwell has already done a lot of this so the impact of this is expected to be minimal. However, we
continue to look at further efficiencies where we can. We are not planning any new staff
reductions at the current time.
Magnox Socio-Economic Scheme
There are three levels of funding available for this:




£1,000 for small projects
Up to £10,000 capital expenditure towards a sustainable project
Over £10,000 to support large projects that help to mitigate impact of decommissioning.
For further information on this, go to:- www.magnoxsocioeconomic.com.

5. Reports
Office for Nuclear Regulation – Peter Hayes (Nominated Site Inspector)
 Peter Hayes went through the regular quarterly report submitted to the Stakeholder Group.
 Mis-consigned drum of ILW to Sellafield labelled as Low Specific Activity-II material – this was in
contravention of the Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure Equipment
Regulations 2009. ONR have looked at this and sent the site an enforcement letter that details a
suitable corrective action plan. ONR are satisfied that Harwell have met their action plan.
 REPPIR 2001 – this can be downloaded from the H&S website. REPPIR deals with radiation
emergency protection for the public in the event of an incident. There are other requirements to
protect the public, for example, the local authority has a duty to make adequate emergency
arrangements under the Civil Contingence Act 2004. The ONR can take a look at the off-site
emergency planning of a site and incorporate such detail as: Does the ONR agree with the operators’ assessment of what are the most significant radiation
accidents?
 Does the ONR think the reasonably foreseeable radiation emergency can occur?
If yes, they define the emergency planning area, including all communities. If no, the emergency planning
area is not required.
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Where are we with this at Harwell? The case has been made by Harwell to the ONR and ONR are currently
assessing it. It focusses mostly on the reduction of hazards at Harwell. The review will be published
eventually on the website:- http://www.onr.org.uk/depz.htm.
Questions
Q1:
We welcome the opportunity for you to speak to the SSG groups to explain your decision when
ready.
A1:

Emma Burwood will organise this via the sub-groups.

Q2:

When you assess hazard radioactivity does it include potential terrorist activity?

A2:

No. I don’t believe it does.

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority – Dave Rushton
 The NDA has submitted an application to the Court of Appeal against the judgement made in July in
the claim for damages brought by Energy Solutions. Energy Solutions was one of the unsuccessful
bidders in the competition to appoint a new PBO contract for the 12 Magnox and RSRL sites. The
claim is for damages only and the Cavendish Fluor Partnership is not being challenged.
 John Clarke, NDA CEO will retire in 2017. John Clarke has been given a lifetime achievement award
for services to the nuclear industry.
 The NDA and Sellafield have issued a statement in response to the Panorama programme
broadcast last September:“Sellafield is safe; there is no question about that. Maintaining safety is the priority at Sellafield.
Employees work around the clock every day to ensure that the site is safe today, tomorrow and in
the future. It is disappointing that despite giving BBC Panorama access to Sellafield and spending a
significant amount of time explaining complex issues, the programme painted a negative picture of
safety that we do not recognise. Sellafield Ltd rightly operates in one of the most regulated
industries in the world and current safety performance is excellent and improving and the workers
are making great progress in cleaning up Europe’s most complex nuclear site on behalf of the UK
taxpayer.”
 The NDA’s draft Business Plan will be launched for consultation on 12 December, running until 3
February 2017. This contains an outline of the work planned between 2017 and 2020. Feedback
will be taken into account before the finalised version is published next April.
Environment Agency – Rebecca Cleverley (Lead Nuclear Regulator for the Harwell site)
 Since the last meeting the EA has conducted two inspections of the site and met the new
environment team after ‘best fit’. The EA observed good practice in the handovers.
 During 2016 themed inspections were set up and at Harwell looked at the operations at LETP, and
the technical characterization of wastes etc. This all looked to be following good practice.
 The annual RIFE (Radioactivity in Food and Environment) report has just been issued. This presents
a yearly assessment of radiological dose to individuals in the local population who are most
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exposed to radiation from each nuclear licensed site. This can be found on the Food Standards
Agency website – http://www.food.gov.uk/science/research/radiologicalresearch/radiosurv/rife.
6. Campus Matters
Harwell Campus Joint Venture Partnership - Duncan Rogers
 The current development of Harwell is ‘front and centre’. There are two tangible buildings
currently going up and the rest is still in the development stage.
 We have on line planning consent for 500,000 square feet of more buildings.
 Quad One remains under construction comprising a new office and laboratory building. It will
provide a total gross area of 40,000 sq. ft. of offices, labs and technical space, plus a gym and café.
 The Genesis building has been completed and is fully let.
 The new A34 slip roads at Chilton, enabling better access to the campus, have recently opened.
This has been constructed to accommodate the anticipated increase in traffic to the Harwell area,
due to the projected increase in the number of jobs and a significant number of new houses.
Questions
Q1:

Have you got a local development order for the site?

A1:

Yes, we are looking at that.

Q2:

What is your residential development position?

A2:
A large parcel of land has been ear marked for residential development. We want to also develop
residential accommodation that will provide cheaper housing.
Q3:

I understand the Vale took out some sites because of clashes with the AONB?

A3:

I don’t know anything about that.

Q4:

What about the gym?

A4:

It will be a commercially available gym.

Q5:

is there a plan for providing cheap accommodation for students?

A5:

Yes, it has been considered.

Q6:

Are you responsible for providing the lighting and car parking across the campus?

A6:

We cannot influence what others do on their own land.

Science and Technical Facilities Council – Joe Kelleher
 New CEO for STFC, Brian Bowsher.
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 The IMAT (Imaging & Materials Science & Engineering) beam line is now open for neutron imaging.
A broad range of imaging and diffraction applications will be possible for such things as materials
science, materials processing and engineering, power generation and agriculture. An example of
what we can do with neutron imaging is demonstrated by an experiment we conducted looking at
the contents of a Theban tomb from 1400 BC. We were able to shine a beam of neutrons through
a vase and build a 3D model of that vase. The beam showed that the tomb was very well
preserved.
Diamond Light Source – Laura Holland
 Diamond Light Source is the UK’s national synchrotron science facility located at Harwell.
 Laura Holland gave a roundup of Diamond’s achievements of 2016 which included the launching of
EPSTC facility; production of 5000 papers, the Athena Swan Bronze Award which recognises gender
equality and the RSSSE exhibition with Manchester University.
 In 2017 Diamond are hosting “10 years at Diamond”, a series of events to celebrate this.
 Diamond have also launched ‘Project-M’ for schools. Project M will involve school students across
the UK in new research being conducted for the very first time. The initiative allows 14-18 year olds
to contribute to cutting-edge research, take part in genuine experiments and publish their results in
a scientific peer-reviewed journal.
Nuvia – Ian Shaw
 Ian Shaw gave a slide show on Nuvia which is an international nuclear engineering project
management and services contractor, originally part of AEA Technology, and now located in the old
library building at Harwell.
 Nuvia is now part of VINCI (France), the world’s leading construction and concessions company.
Nuvia is the nuclear arm of VINCI.
 Nuvia has a detailed understanding of the safe delivery of operations within an active or controlled
environment, for example, in the work they have done for Sellafield Stack demolition and Winfrith
East Treatment plant.
Questions
Q1:

What happened to all the books in the library building at Harwell that you now occupy?

Q1:

They were given away.

Q2:

Weren’t they considered to be of historical value and useful for reference?

A2:
Yes, I know that lots of them ended up in the archive in B404. In the future, they may end up in the
archives at Wick including some parchments that were handed to UKAEA archives.
Q3:
So it seems that much of the records have been lost and/or dispersed? It’s sad that they were
never kept properly or seen as being of historical value so that they could be used for future reference.
A3:

Yes.
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7. Any Other Business
Q1:
I looked at the stakeholder website recently and it appears that much of it is out of date. Are there
plans to update it?
A1:

Yes. I will get Communications to look at it.

Q1:
Regarding exterior lighting on the Harwell campus who can I speak to to see if there is an overall
policy for the site?
A1:

I think it is a planning issue for the Vale of White Horse.

Q1:

Why aren’t we leading the area in this?

A!:

I suspect the lighting is within the tolerance levels of the AONB.
8. Date of Next meeting

Three meetings are planned for 2017.
 18 May 2017
 7 September 2017
 7 December 2017

Michael Dunnett
Director, Harwell Winfrith
Trudie Tomlinson
Minutes
10 January 2017
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